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Vapor Blast Ordering Instructions 
 
This form can be filled out right in Acrobat Reader, and you can save a copy with 
a new filename if you wish and email it, or simply print it and send it with your 
order.  
 
Services are provided by the hour at $70 per hour, with a one hour minimum, 
half-hour increments thereafter.   
 
How do I work with you? 
 
First-off, drop us a note, or better yet fill out this order form, save a copy, and 
email it to us, let us know what’s coming. If you want an estimate then please 
snap a few photos of your parts and send them via email with this form. Pack the 
parts well padded in a sturdy box and ship them insured for your stated value. 
Put a copy of your order form in the box please. We’ll inspect the parts when they 
arrive, photograph everything before and after, and provide you with an estimate 
if requested. Normal turnaround is 1-3 days in shop, faster if you need it, or a 
little slower if you don’t. While-you-wait service for locals available by 
appointment.   
 
How do I prepare my parts to send to you? 
 
Please clean the worst of any grease, gunk, or chain spooge from your parts 
before you ship them. Bag any really oily parts just so the box and packing 
doesn’t get fouled in transit, and this will allow us to reuse your box, saving us 
both some money. Gaskets must also be removed, along with excess case 
sealant. If you want to send un-cleaned parts, feel free, but you’re going to be 
paying us to clean them before they go into the blaster if you do, so WE 
personally would not J. We will contact you before doing any additional cleaning 
or prep for your authorization.  
 
If you’re sending engine parts and cases, lightly bolting stuff back together might 
make it easier for you to pack things, and reduce the chance of any damage from 
parts jostling. PAD YOUR PARTS WELL! If you can hear any jostling or clinking 
when you shake your box, it’s not padded enough.  
 
Heavy-duty double-wall cardboard boxes are best for heavy parts that are going 
via carriers like FedEx, USPS or UPS. Very heavy parts like entire engines are 
best shipped strapped onto pallets encased in cardboard and then wrapped with 
mover’s shrink wrap.  TAPE THE BOXES WELL.  
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We have also shipped heavy parts using heavy duty storage totes successfully, 
closed with zip-ties and padded with rigid foam insulation, wadded-up cardboard 
or bubble wrap. UPS sometimes dings shippers a few bucks for not having things 
encased in cardboard, but it’s sometimes a worthy trade-off.  
 
INSURE YOUR SHIPMENT FOR THE STATED VALUE OF YOUR PARTS 
 
How to save a coupla bucks on shipping 
 
Retail shipping stores like PakMail or the UPS Store are no bargain. If you want 
to save a few dollars on shipping, weigh and measure your box, send us that info 
and let us email you a prepaid shipping label. With that you can simply drop your 
box at the UPS store or depot and not pay a dime for the privilege. USPS Priority 
Mail is often the best deal of all, if your parts fit, particularly the Flat Rate 
services. Stop by your local Post Office and pickup a few free Priority Mail boxes 
– get a couple of different sizes, and make certain to get the Flat Rate boxes. 
You can print your own postage on USPS.com, hand the box to your mailman, 
and you’re done.  
 
How do you ship parts?  
 
Unless you specify otherwise, we will return your parts via UPS (Ground or Air as 
you wish) provide tracking info via email. Palletized items will ship via truck with 
UPS Freight.  
 
How do I pay? 
 
We will send an invoice via email when your project is finished, including shipping 
fees, which you may pay online directly from the invoice, with a credit card or 
PayPal account. If you prefer to pay by check or other means, just give a call. If 
you want an estimate before we begin, email a few photos and send in this 
completed form. Otherwise we will send an invoice for the work once it is 
complete. Payment is due in full before shipment.  
 
Questions? Give a call or drop a note anytime. info@restocycle.com or (520) 
308-3705 
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Vapor Blast Order Form 
 
First Name 
 
Last Name 
 
Address 1 
 
Address 2 
 
City 
 
State 
 
Zip Code 
 
Email Address 
 
Telephone 
 
Today’s Date 
 
How soon do you need these?  
 
Rush        Normal turnaround (1-3 days in shop)        I’ve got time 
 
What are you sending?  
 
 
 
How many parts in total? 
 
Are the parts mostly clean, with all gaskets removed?      Yes       No 
 
If you answered “No” do you authorize us to clean them for you at additional 
cost?      Yes      No 
 
Would you like an estimate before we begin?      Yes      No 
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Notes or Special Instructions  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I have read and agree to the terms 
and conditions.  
 
Signature (type your name if 
completing this online) 
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
 
ACKNOWLEDGMENT AND 
ACCEPTANCE OF TERMS OF 
SERVICE 
 
This RestoCycle LLC General Terms 
of Service (“Service Terms”) is 
provided to you (“Customer”) in 
connection with the service that 
Customer has purchased (the 
“Service”). These terms and 
conditions comprise the entire 
agreement between Customer and 
RestoCycle LLC with respect to the 
Service. 
 
PAYMENT 
 
Unless stated in writing otherwise, all 
fees and charges are nonrefundable. 
RestoCycle LLC may change the 
fees and charges then in effect, or 
add new fees or charges, by giving 
Customer notice in advance. 
 
DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES 
 
Customer expressly agrees that use 
of the service is at customer's sole 
risk. The service is provided on an 
“as is” and “as available” basis. 
RestoCycle LLC expressly disclaims 
all warranties of any kind, whether 
express or implied, including, but not 
limited to the implied warranties of 
merchantability, fitness for a 
particular purpose and non-
infringement. RestoCycle LLC makes 
no warranty that the service will meet 
customer’s requirements, or that the 

service will be, timely, secure, or 
error-free; nor does RestoCycle LLC 
make any warranty as to the results 
that may be obtained from the use of 
the service. No advice or information, 
whether oral or written, obtained by 
customer from RestoCycle LLC or 
through the service shall create any 
warranty not expressly made herein. 
Some jurisdictions do not allow the 
exclusion of certain warranties, so 
some of the above exclusions may 
not apply to each customer.  
 
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY 
 
RestoCycle LLC shall not be liable 
for any direct, indirect, incidental, 
special or consequential damages, 
resulting from the use or the inability 
to use the service or for cost of 
procurement of substitute goods and 
services or resulting from any goods 
or services purchased or obtained 
including but not limited to, damages 
for loss of profits, use, or other 
intangible, even if RestoCycle LLC 
has been advised of the possibility of 
such damages. Some jurisdictions 
do not allow the limitation or 
exclusion of liability for incidental or 
consequential damages so some of 
the above limitations may not apply 
to each customer. 
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